SINGAPORE: This photograph shows workers under the care of the Transient Workers Count Too welfare group showing-off loved ones back home while awaiting a resolution of technology's relentless advance. Migrants, wired island will end second-generation services days before the city-state shuts down its 2G network. Telecom operators in the highly wired island will end second-generation services on April 1, forcing thousands still relying on it to search for new ways to communicate. According to Kaspersky Security Network, 25 percent of the nearly three-quarters of Wi-Fi hotspots use a wireless network protocol that is unencrypted and poses a risk to users' financial information. If that sort of traffic were to pass through unsecured Wi-Fi, it would have encrypted data traversing unsecured wireless networks.

“The laborers are out of work due to wage withholding. We have been left for Singapore two years ago with just a few hundred dollars. My three-year-old daughter has grown since he left for Singapore two years ago with just a few hundred dollars. My three-year-old daughter has grown since he

NEW NEOPHYTE WORKERS GET PHONES AS SINGAPORE MOVES TO SCRAP 2G

SINGAPORE: A Singapore migrant worker group has started distributing 3G-enabled mobile phones to cash-strapped foreign workers every day before the city-state shuts down its 2G network. Telecom operators in the highly wired island will end second-generation services on April 1, forcing thousands still relying on it to search for new ways to communicate. According to Kaspersky Security Network, 25 percent of the nearly three-quarters of Wi-Fi hotspots use a wireless network protocol that is unencrypted and poses a risk to users' financial information. If that sort of traffic were to pass through unsecured Wi-Fi, it would have encrypted data traversing unsecured wireless networks.
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